A ReadySeries Solution

Pre-engineered FRP Guardrail & Handrail System
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Safety needs don’t wait, and neither should you. Bedford ReadyRail guardrail and handrail
materials can be used on their own or to complement ReadyPlatform products for a complete
safety solution.

Applications


















Power generation
Oil & gas
Water & wastewater
Cooling towers
Industrial plants & facilities
Food & beverage facilities
Fertilizer & chemical operations
Distribution & warehousing
Much more

BUILT TO LAST
For guardrails and handrails to safely hold up people, they first need to
hold up against harsh environments and working conditions. ReadyRail
prefabricated solutions are made of fiberglass-reinforced polymer (FRP),
a lightweight yet incredibly strong material that won’t rust, warp or corrode
like metal and wood.










Request a quote today
at Ready-Series.com





Resistant to heat, high winds, rain, snow, saltwater and chemicals
Won’t shrink, swell, warp, corrode, attract insects or conduct electricity
Lightweight for easy transport and handling
Easy to assemble with standard tools
Low maintenance for decades of continuous use
OSHA and IBC compliant
Industry-leading warranty

Ready for Quick Shipping
ReadyRail solutions are just what they sound like — rails
at the ready. They’re stocked in 3' sections, or just specify
the length of your railing run and we’ll send you a kit to fit
it. Whether you’re starting new or replacing a broken rail,
you’ll get exactly what you need.

Easy to Assemble
Save the welding equipment and specialized tools for
other jobs. Anyone can install ReadyRail materials,
which bolt together easily using ordinary tools. In
most cases, the variety of sizes will give you exactly
what you want, but if needed you can also easily trim
components to fit using standard tools.
CUSTOM-ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE

Limitless Configurations!
Meet the exact needs of your application.

OSHA Compliant
Safety first, always. All ReadyRail
components meet strict OSHA guidelines
for worker safety. They come in standard
safety yellow, and they include UV
inhibitors and fire-retardant resins. Unlike
metal railing, they’re non-conductive
for added safety. And since FRP stands
strong against severe weather and
corrosive environments, you get years of
reliable performance.

QUICK-SHIP OPTIONS
1

3' SECTIONS

2

RAILING KIT BASED
ON YOUR CONFIGURATION

+

Easy worksheet
available online

+

Use the entire ReadySeries lineup to
meet your exact needs in short order:
ReadyPlatform | ReadyRail | ReadyLadder
ReadyStair | ReadySpan

BEDFORD IN ACTION

For more real-world examples,
visit Ready-Series.com.

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Bedford is a family-owned American company, and ReadyRail
products are proudly built right here in Pennsylvania.
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Request a quote at Ready-Series.com or call 814-623-8125.
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